129,000 Pound Route
Public Comments
Case# 202102US93

E-MAILS: NONE

Name:
Phone Number:
Email Address:
Specific Route:
Date:

Phone

Name: Mark Kime, Supervisor, Shoshone 2 HD
Date: June 10, 2021
Phone Number: 208-731-2796
Email Address: shd2@qwestoffice.net
Specific Route: 600 Road West and Dietrich/Butte Rd

Mr. Kime expressed his HD concern with 129,000 pound routes relating impact of heavier and increased CMV operating on LHD routes that are not designed to handle additional weight. Also, discussed cost of allowing larger/heavier CMV and maintaining LHD routes – LHD are not funded to the level activities be requested.

Name: Monica Hampton
Date: June 14, 2021
Phone Number: 208-527-5900
Email Address:
Specific Route: US-93

Ms. Hampton expressed two concerns; winter weather driving in the vicinity of Darlington, ID and road congestion in summer tourism months. Concern regard driving conditions in winter months with larger trucks could impact the safety of drivers along US93. During summer months heavy volume of tourist transit Arco to Challis section of US93. Concerned that without left turn bays traffic will get backed up both north and south as traffic waiting at a non-turn lane/signalized turn into U.S. Calcium plant.